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A bs t r ac t
Background

In the RV144 trial, the estimated efficacy of a vaccine regimen against human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) was 31.2%. We performed a case–control analysis
to identify antibody and cellular immune correlates of infection risk.
Methods

In pilot studies conducted with RV144 blood samples, 17 antibody or cellular assays
met prespecified criteria, of which 6 were chosen for primary analysis to determine
the roles of T-cell, IgG antibody, and IgA antibody responses in the modulation of
infection risk. Assays were performed on samples from 41 vaccinees who became
infected and 205 uninfected vaccinees, obtained 2 weeks after final immunization,
to evaluate whether immune-response variables predicted HIV-1 infection through
42 months of follow-up.
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Results

Of six primary variables, two correlated significantly with infection risk: the binding of IgG antibodies to variable regions 1 and 2 (V1V2) of HIV-1 envelope proteins
(Env) correlated inversely with the rate of HIV-1 infection (estimated odds ratio,
0.57 per 1-SD increase; P = 0.02; q = 0.08), and the binding of plasma IgA antibodies
to Env correlated directly with the rate of infection (estimated odds ratio, 1.54 per
1-SD increase; P = 0.03; q = 0.08). Neither low levels of V1V2 antibodies nor high
levels of Env-specific IgA antibodies were associated with higher rates of infection
than were found in the placebo group. Secondary analyses suggested that Envspecific IgA antibodies may mitigate the effects of potentially protective antibodies.
Conclusions

This immune-correlates study generated the hypotheses that V1V2 antibodies may
have contributed to protection against HIV-1 infection, whereas high levels of Envspecific IgA antibodies may have mitigated the effects of protective antibodies.
Vaccines that are designed to induce higher levels of V1V2 antibodies and lower
levels of Env-specific IgA antibodies than are induced by the RV144 vaccine may
have improved efficacy against HIV-1 infection.
n engl j med 366;14
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n clinical trials that show the efficacy of a vaccine, the identification of immune
responses that are predictive of trial outcomes
generates hypotheses about which of those responses are responsible for protection.1-3 The
RV144 phase 3 trial in Thailand (ClinicalTrials
.gov number, NCT00223080) was an opportunity
to perform such a hypothesis-generating analysis
for a human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1)
vaccine.4 Studies involving patients with HIV-1 infection in whom the disease did not progress in
the long term have shown that cellular responses
control the disease,5 and passive infusion of neutralizing antibodies prevents infection with chimeric simian–human immunodeficiency virus
(SHIV).6,7 Antibodies as well as T-cell responses
to HIV-1 have been shown to protect vaccinated
nonhuman primates from infection with simian
immunodeficiency virus (SIV) or SHIV.8‑15 An
analysis of a phase 3 trial of a glycoprotein 120
(gp120) B/B vaccine (AIDSVAX B/B), which did not
show efficacy against HIV-1, showed that vaccinespecific neutralizing antibody, antibody inhibition
of CD4 molecule binding to HIV-1 envelope proteins (Env), and antibody-dependent, cell-mediated
viral inhibition were associated with reduced infection rates among vaccine recipients.16,17
The RV144 trial of the canarypox vector vaccine (ALVAC-HIV [vCP1521]) plus the gp120
AIDSVAX B/E vaccine showed an estimated vaccine efficacy of 31.2% for the prevention of HIV-1
infection over a period of 42 months after the
first of four planned vaccinations.4 This result
enabled a systematic search for immune correlates of infection risk that may be relevant for
protection. Building on prior work,18,19 our consortium conducted a two-stage evaluation of vaccine-evoked antibody responses, innate immune
responses, and cellular immune responses.20 First,
17 assay types were selected from 32 pilot assay
types on the basis of reproducibility, ability to
detect postvaccine responses, and uniqueness of
responses detected, from which 6 primary assay
variables were selected. Second, the selected assays in primary analyses (6 assays) and secondary analyses (152 assays) were performed on
cryopreserved blood samples from vaccinees who
became infected (case patients) and on a frequency-matched set of samples from uninfected
vaccinees (controls) to determine the association
of immune-response variables with HIV-1 infection risk.
1276
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Me thods
Study Procedures

Case–Control Sampling Design

Patients enrolled in the RV144 trial were vaccinated at weeks 0, 4, 12, and 24, and immune responses at week 26 were evaluated as immune
correlates of infection risk4 (Fig. 1). We assessed
vaccine-induced immune responses at peak immunogenicity (week 26 [2 weeks after the final
immunization]) in vaccinees who acquired HIV-1
infection after week 26 (41 vaccinated case patients) as compared with vaccinees who did not
acquire infection over a follow-up period of 42
months (205 vaccinated controls). Vaccinated case
patients were documented to be free of HIV-1 infection at week 24 and to have later received a
diagnosis of infection.4 The control vaccinees were
selected from a stratified random sample of vaccine recipients who were documented to be free of
HIV-1 infection at 42 months. Patients were stratified according to sex, the number of vaccinations received (of four planned), and per-protocol
Figure 1 (facing page). Sample Selection for the Case–
Control Study.
Patients enrolled in the RV144 study were vaccinated at
weeks 0, 4, 12, and 24, and immune responses at week
26 were evaluated as immune correlates of infection risk.
The vaccinated case patients were documented as not
having HIV-1 infection at week 24 and as having later received a diagnosis of infection. The vaccine recipients
who served as controls were selected from a stratified
random sample of vaccine recipients who were documented as not having HIV-1 infection at the last study
visit, at 42 months. Of the 7010 HIV-uninfected vaccinated controls eligible for the case–control sample, only
those for whom plasma and peripheral-blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) specimens were available at all later
time points and who were not part of previous immunogenicity-testing cohorts (6899 patients) were included.
For vaccine recipients who were included in the sample,
6 strata with 1 or more case patients are shown; the remaining strata had 0 case patients and 111 controls. All
humoral assays were performed in plasma samples from
all case patients and all controls (row A). Data on intracellular cytokine staining of PBMCs (row B) were missing
for 15% of patients (owing to assay quality-control issues, including an aberrant batch of samples in 24 patients and high values for the assay negative control in
18). Data on multiplex bead assay (Luminex) of PBMCs
(row C) were missing for 13% of patients (owing to high
values for the assay negative control in 36 patients). Inj
denotes injection with vaccine or placebo, and PP perprotocol cohort (i.e., patients who received all four injections as previously described4).
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Women, 4 Inj PP
1 Case patient
228 Controls

Women, 3 Inj PP
1 Case patient
62 Controls

Women, 2 Inj PP
1 Case patient
53 Controls

Men, 4 Inj PP
24 Case patients
3696 Controls

Men, 4 Inj PP
2 Case patients
483 Controls

1 Case patient
4 Controls

1 Case patient
4 Controls

10 Case patients
55 Controls

12 Case patients
50 Controls

1 Case patient
5 Controls

12 Case patients
60 Controls

1 Case patient
5 Controls

1 Case patient
5 Controls

1 Case patient
5 Controls

1 Case patient
4 Controls

1 Case patient
4 Controls

1 Case patient
5 Controls

23 Case patients
102 Controls

23 Case patients
97 Controls

24 Case patients
120 Controls

2 Case patients
10 Controls

2 Case patients
7 Controls

2 Case patients
10 Controls

All HIV-infected case patients included in sample; 5:1 stratified random sample of controls:case patients

Women, 4 Inj PP
12 Case patients
2377 Controls

7051 Were eligible for case–control sampling
(41 were HIV-infected case patients; 7010 were
HIV-uninfected controls) stratified according to
sex, per-protocol status, and no. of vaccinations

Vaccine case–control cohort exclusions
10 Were HIV-infected
5 Were infected before wk 26
5 Had missing plasma and
PBMC samples at wk 26
1136 Were HIV-uninfected
74 Withdrew before wk 26
237 Had missing infection status
825 Had missing plasma and
PBMC samples at wk 26

8197 Were assigned to receive vaccine
51 Became HIV-infected during the study
8146 Remained HIV-uninfected during the study

16,395 Did not have HIV-1 infection

Men, 4 Inj PP
29 Case patients
3820 Controls

8 Case patients
9 Controls

9 Case patients
6 Controls

10 Case patients
10 Controls

8 Case patients
10 Controls

9 Case patients
10 Controls

10 Case patients
10 Controls

Stratified random sample of 20 HIVinfected case patients and 20 controls

Women, 4 Inj PP
21 Case patients
2420 Controls

6290 Were eligible for case–control sampling
(50 were HIV-infected case patients; 6240 were
HIV-uninfected controls) stratified according to
sex, per-protocol status, and no. of vaccinations

Placebo case–control cohort exclusions
24 Were HIV-infected and were not
included in per-protocol population
1884 Were HIV-uninfected
1808 Were not included in perprotocol population
20 Withdrew before wk 26
56 Had missing plasma and
PBMC samples at wk 26

8198 Were assigned to receive placebo
74 Became HIV-infected during the study
8124 Remained HIV-uninfected during the study

7 Were HIV-infected at randomization and were excluded

16,402 Patients underwent randomization
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status, as previously defined.4 For each of the
eight strata, the number of vaccinated case patients was noted, and samples from five times as
many vaccinated controls were obtained. The assays were also performed on random samples
from 20 infected placebo recipients and 20 uninfected placebo-recipient controls (Fig. 1).
Immune-Response Variables and Tiered Structure
of the Correlates Analysis

The correlates study was preceded by pilot studies from November 2009 through July 201120
(Fig. S1 in the Supplementary Appendix, available with the full text of this article at NEJM.org).
Pilot assays were performed on samples taken at
baseline and week 26 from 50 to 100 uninfected
RV144 participants (80% of whom were vaccine
recipients and 20% of whom were placebo recipients) and scored according to four statistical criteria: a low false positive rate on the basis of
samples from placebo and vaccine recipients at
baseline, a large dynamic range of vaccine-induced
immune responses, nonredundancy of responses
(low correlations), and high reproducibility.
Of the 32 types of antibody, T-cell, and innate
immunity assays evaluated in pilot studies, 17 met
these criteria, from which 6 primary variables
were chosen for assessment as correlates of infection risk. The purpose was to restrict the
primary analysis to a limited number of variables in order to optimize the statistical power
for showing a correlation of risk between vaccinated persons who acquired versus those who
did not acquire HIV-1. The primary variables
included 5 Env-specific antibody responses and
1 cellular response: the binding of plasma IgA
antibodies to Env, the avidity of IgG antibodies
for Env, antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity,
HIV-1 neutralizing antibodies, the binding of IgG
antibodies to variable regions 1 and 2 (V1V2) of
the gp120 Env, and the level of Env-specific
CD4+ T cells (for details, see the Supplementary
Appendix). All 17 types of immune assays and
their 152 component variables were also included
in the secondary correlates analyses (Tables S1
and S2 in the Supplementary Appendix).
Secondary variables were drawn from the remaining 152 assays selected from pilot assay
studies; they were evaluated to help interpret the
results of the primary analysis and to generate
additional hypotheses (Table S1 in the Supplementary Appendix). For the sensitivity analysis,
immune-response variables that were closely re1278
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lated to the six primary variables (within the
same assay type) were substituted for each of the
primary variables into the multivariable model
(eight variables, with three individual variables
paired to the primary variable of neutralizing
antibodies) (Table S2 in the Supplementary Appendix). All assays were performed by personnel
who were unaware of treatment assignments and
case–control status.
Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis plan was finalized before
data analysis, and the primary results were confirmed by an independent statistical group
(EMMES). This statistical analysis plan prescribed
the statistical methods and the definitions of the
immune-response variables (for details, see the
Supplementary Appendix). In the primary analysis, logistic-regression and Cox proportionalhazards models that accounted for the sampling
design were used.21,22 The analyses controlled for
sex and baseline self-reported behavioral risk
factors, as defined previously.4
The six primary variables were evaluated in
multivariate and univariate models. The immuneresponse variables were modeled quantitatively
and with the use of categories based on thirds
of response (low, medium, and high) in the vaccine group. The q value is the minimal false discovery rate at which a statistical test result may
be called significant. The q values were used for
multiplicity correction, with a significance threshold of less than 0.20, indicating that any detected
correlate can have up to a 20% chance of false
positivity. This approach was designed to optimize the discovery of correlates at the expense
of an acceptable risk of false positive results.
Because of the small number of infected vaccinees, this study had statistical power to detect
only strong correlates of infection risk, with 80%
power to detect a 50% reduction in the infection
rate per 1-SD increment in normally distributed
immune responses. The 152 secondary variables
were assessed with the same univariate regression analyses as the primary variables were, to
generate exploratory hypotheses for further study
(Table S1 in the Supplementary Appendix).

R e sult s
Primary Variables in Case–Control Analyses

Vaccine-induced immune responses were detected with all primary assay variables, with suffinejm.org
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cient dynamic ranges to support regression analyses (Fig. 2). Figure S2 in the Supplementary
Appendix shows that the six primary variables
were only weakly correlated with each other, verifying that the process for selecting the primary
variables yielded nonredundant primary immune-response variables.
First, when we analyzed the six quantitative
variables together in multivariate logistic-regression models, there was a trend toward the prediction of infection risk by the variables (P = 0.08 for
all six variables together). In this model, IgG
avidity, antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity,
neutralizing antibodies, and level of Env-specific
CD4+ T cells did not significantly predict the
HIV-1 infection rate (q>0.20). However, IgG
binding to a scaffolded V1V2 antigen was inversely correlated with infection (estimated odds
ratio, 0.57 per 1-SD increase; P = 0.02; q = 0.08),
and composite IgA antibody binding to an Env
panel was directly correlated with infection (estimated odds ratio, 1.54 per 1-SD increase;
P = 0.03; q = 0.08) (Table 1). The univariate analyses of V1V2 and IgA responses yielded odds-ratio
estimates of 0.70 and 1.39, respectively, with
slightly reduced significance (P = 0.06, q=0.19,
and P=0.05, q= 0.19, respectively) (Table 1).
Parallel multivariate analyses with the Cox
model yielded similar results, with an overall
multivariate P value of 0.06 and multivariate hazard-ratio estimates of 0.57 for the V1V2 response
(P = 0.01, q = 0.06) and 1.58 for the IgA response
(P = 0.02, q = 0.06) (Table S3 in the Supplementary Appendix). When the multivariate analysis
was repeated with only the V1V2 and IgA immune-response variables, the overall P value was
0.01 for both the logistic-regression and Cox regression models.
The logistic-regression analyses of the six
primary variables categorized into low, medium,
and high levels of response yielded odds-ratio
estimates that were consistent with those in the
quantitative variable analysis. There was no evidence that IgG avidity, antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity, neutralizing antibodies, or
Env-specific CD4+ T cells were associated with
infection risk (q>0.20). Comparison of high and
low levels showed an inverse correlation between V1V2 antibody levels and the risk of infection (estimated odds ratio, 0.29; P = 0.02) and a
trend toward a direct correlation of Env-specific
IgA antibody level with infection risk (estimated
odds ratio, 1.89; P = 0.17) (Table 1). However, these
n engl j med 366;14

categorical-model results had reduced significance
levels for testing an equal infection rate across
low, medium, and high responses (V1V2 antibodies, q = 0.23; Env-specific IgA antibodies, q = 0.23),
which may be related to the division of responses
into thirds, which can reduce statistical power.
Figure 3 shows curves for the cumulative incidence of HIV-1 infection with each primary
variable among vaccine recipients according to
the level of response (low, medium, or high) and
for all placebo recipients who were negative for
HIV-1 infection at week 24. These curves underscore the increased rate of infection among vaccine recipients with high levels of Env-specific
IgA antibodies, as compared with other vaccine
recipients, and the decreased rate of infection
among vaccine recipients with high levels of
V1V2 antibodies.
Risk of Infection with Vaccine, According to
V1V2 or Env-Specific IgA Antibody Level,
as Compared with Placebo

Env-specific IgA responses were directly associated with infection risk in the vaccine group,
raising the possibility that a vaccine-elicited plasma Env-specific IgA response increased the risk
of infection in the RV144 trial. To evaluate this
possibility, we used logistic and Cox regression
to estimate vaccine efficacy as 1 minus the odds
(hazard) ratio for infection among vaccinees
with low, medium, and high Env-specific IgA responses, as compared with all placebo recipients
who were HIV-1-negative at week 24 (Fig. S3 in
the Supplementary Appendix). We found that
neither low levels of V1V2 antibodies nor high
levels of Env-specific IgA antibodies in vaccinees
were associated with higher rates of infection
than were found among placebo recipients (Fig.
S3 in the Supplementary Appendix). These data
suggest that vaccine-induced IgA levels did not
confer an added risk of infection, as compared
with placebo, and therefore were not infectionenhancing antibodies.
Interaction analyses were performed with logistic-regression and Cox regression models to
test for interactions of Env-specific IgA antibodies and of V1V2 antibodies with the other five
primary variables. The analysis showed no interaction of any primary variables with V1V2 antibodies but did show significant interactions of
Env-specific IgA antibodies with IgG avidity,
antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity, neutralizing antibodies, and CD4+ T cells (q<0.20).
nejm.org
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Figure 2. Distribution of the Six Primary Immune-Response Variables in Infected and Uninfected Vaccine and Placebo Recipients in the Case–Control Study.
Panel A includes the two identified immune correlates of risk. Panel B includes the remaining four primary immune-response variables. Box plots show the 25th percentile (lower edge of
the box), 50th percentile (horizontal line in the box), and 75th percentile (upper edge of the box) for the six primary variables, with patients stratified according to HIV-1 infection status and
treatment assignment. Additional characteristics of these patients, including sex and immune-response categories, are indicated by the color and shape of the points. Low, medium, and
high immune responses at week 26 were used to divide the vaccine group into thirds; medium response is indicated by the gray horizontal bar. Optical density was measured by means of
an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay at a wavelength of 405 nm. Log MFI is the natural log transformation of the median fluorescence intensity (MFI). The avidity score is [response
units × (1 ÷ dissociation rate in seconds)] × 10−5. The partial area between the curves is the sum of the differences over the first four dilutions between the readouts at week 0 and week 26,
measured in log10 -transformed relative light units (RLUs). The area under the magnitude–breadth curve (AUC-MB) is the average log10 -transformed 50% inhibitory concentration in response to a panel of six pseudoviruses. The net percentage of cytokine-expressing CD4+ T cells is the percentage of live CD3+ CD4+ T cells expressing CD154, interleukin-2, interferon-γ, or
tumor necrosis factor α minus the negative control value. The I bars indicate the most extreme data points, which are no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box. The distribution plots of the six primary variables and sensitivity variables are shown in Figures S5 through S11 in the Supplementary Appendix.
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Table 1. Odds Ratios for HIV-1 Infection in Univariate and Multivariate Analyses of the Six Primary Variables.*
Variable

Multivariate Logistic Regression

Univariate Logistic Regression

Odds Ratio
(95% CI)

P Value

q Value

Odds Ratio
(95% CI)

P Value

q Value

IgA antibodies binding to Env

1.54 (1.05–2.25)

0.03

0.08

1.39 (1.00–1.93)

0.05

0.19

Avidity of IgG antibodies for Env

0.81 (0.50–1.30)

0.37

0.56

0.93 (0.65–1.34)

0.70

0.81

ADCC

0.92 (0.62–1.37)

0.68

0.68

0.96 (0.68–1.35)

0.81

0.81

Neutralizing antibodies

1.37 (0.82–2.27)

0.23

0.45

1.08 (0.76–1.54)

0.67

0.81

gp70-V1V2 binding

0.57 (0.36–0.90)

0.02

0.08

0.70 (0.49–1.02)

0.06

0.19

CD4+ T cells

1.09 (0.79–1.49)

0.61

0.68

1.08 (0.79–1.47)

0.64

0.81

Medium vs. low response

0.68 (0.25–1.83)

0.45

0.71 (0.28–1.77)

0.46

High vs. low response

1.89 (0.75–4.74)

1.55 (0.69–3.48)

0.29

Quantitative variables

Categorical variables
IgA antibodies binding to Env

Overall response†

0.17
0.07

0.23

0.18

0.54

Avidity of IgG antibodies for Env
Medium vs. low response

0.67 (0.26–1.75)

High vs. low response

0.83 (0.30–2.30)

Overall response†

0.42

0.79 (0.34–1.84)

0.72
0.71

0.87 (0.38–2.01)
0.84

0.59
0.75
0.86

0.86

ADCC
Medium vs. low response

0.93 (0.39–2.19)

0.86

0.96 (0.43–2.14)

0.92

High vs. low response

0.59 (0.22–1.59)

0.30

0.60 (0.24–1.48)

0.27

Overall response†

0.57

0.84

0.53

0.71

Neutralizing antibodies
Medium vs. low response

2.08 (0.78–5.57)

0.14

1.58 (0.66–3.76)

0.31

High vs. low response

2.43 (0.77–7.67)

0.13

1.29 (0.53–3.14)

0.57

Overall response†

0.26

0.52

0.59

0.71

gp70-V1V2 binding
Medium vs. low response

0.68 (0.28–1.62)

0.38

0.84 (0.38–1.84)

0.67

High vs. low response

0.29 (0.10–0.86)

0.02

0.43 (0.18–1.05)

0.06

Overall response†

0.08

0.23

0.16

0.54

CD4+ T cells
Medium vs. low response

0.84 (0.35–2.02)

0.69

0.62 (0.27–1.45)

0.27

High vs. low response

0.77 (0.31–1.91)

0.57

0.51 (0.21–1.23)

0.13

Overall response†

0.84

0.84

0.28

0.57

* For each variable, the odds ratio is reported per 1-SD increase and for the comparison of medium and high responses
with low responses. ADCC denotes antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity, and gp70-V1V2 the binding level of IgG anti
bodies to HIV-1 Env V1V2.
† To test the overall response, a two-sided P value from a Wald test of the null hypothesis of an equal infection rate in
the low, medium, and high response subgroups was calculated.
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Thus, in the presence of high levels of Env-specific IgA antibodies, none of these four variables
correlated with the risk of infection, whereas
with low levels of Env-specific IgA antibodies,
all four variables had inverse correlations with
the risk of infection that were of borderline significance (Table S4 in the Supplementary Appendix).
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Vaccine, medium response

Vaccine, low response

Vaccine, high response

IgG Antibodies Binding to V1V2
1.0
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0.6
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0.4
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0.2
0.0

0

0

12
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24

36

Months since Wk 26 Visit
No. at Risk (no. of infections)
Placebo
Low response
Medium response
High response

6267 (0)
2111 (0)
2312 (0)
2563 (0)

6199 (24)
2105 (6)
2304 (8)
2560 (3)

6127 (11)
2099 (6)
2302 (2)
2556 (4)

693 (13)
210 (4)
180 (6)
264 (2)

Probability of Acquiring HIV Infection

IgA Antibodies Binding to Env

Discussion
We report the results of an immune-correlates
analysis of the RV144 HIV-1 vaccine efficacy trial.
This correlates study was designed to be hypothesis-generating and sensitive for discovering
strong correlates of infection risk.23 An identified correlate of infection risk could be a cause of
vaccine-induced protection against HIV-1 infection, a surrogate for other unidentified immune
responses that are actually responsible for protection, or a marker of HIV-1 exposure or susceptibility to infection.1-3 To determine whether a
correlate of infection risk is a cause of vaccine
protection, it must be tested in additional clinical
vaccine efficacy trials or tested in animal models.1-3 Extensive pilot immunogenicity studies revealed 17 T-cell, antibody, and innate immunity
assays that were prioritized into prespecified primary and secondary analyses in order to maxi-
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A

Secondary and Exploratory Analyses

In the sensitivity analysis that substituted each of
the secondary analysis variables with the primary variable, the significance levels tended to be
similar or lower, with the exceptions that neutralization of TH023.6, neutralization of clade
AE viruses in the A3R5 assay, and magnitude of
induced cytokines measured in peripheral-blood
mononuclear cells had q values of less than 0.20
(although at P>0.05) (Tables S2 and S5 in the
Supplementary Appendix).
Of the 152 secondary variables analyzed, only
2 had q values of less than 0.20. These 2 variables were IgA antibody binding to group A
consensus Env gp140 (odds ratio for positive vs.
negative responses, 3.71; P = 0.001; q = 0.10) and
IgA antibody binding to a gp120 Env first constant (C1) region peptide (MQEDVISLWDQSLKPCVKLTPLCV) (odds ratio for positive vs. negative
responses, 3.15; P = 0.003; q = 0.13) (Table S1 in
the Supplementary Appendix).

of

Placebo

Probability of Acquiring HIV Infection

The

1.0
0.008
0.8
0.006
0.6

0.004

0.4

0.002

0.2

0.000

0.0

0

0

12
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24
24

36
36

Months since Wk 26 Visit
No. at Risk (no. of infections)
Placebo
Low response
Medium response
High response

6267 (0)
2276 (0)
2539 (0)
2172 (0)

6199 (24)
2273 (3)
2535 (4)
2162 (10)

6127 (11)
2268 (5)
2533 (2)
2157 (5)

693 (13)
282 (4)
202 (4)
170 (4)

Figure 3 (and facing page). Estimated Cumulative HIV-1 Incidence Curves
for the Six Primary Immune-Response Variables.
Because the overall infection rate in the RV144 trial was low, at 0.234 cases
per 100 person-years for the vaccine and placebo groups combined, expression of the cumulative HIV-1 incidence curves for the six primary immuneresponse variables on a scale of infection probabilities from 0.0 to 1.0 does
not allow for an analysis of relative cumulative incidences (indicated by the
flat cumulative-incidence curves at the bottom of each graph in Panels A
and B). The inset for each graph, which shows an expanded lower range of
the infection probability scale, reveals patterns of cumulative risk across
the participant groups. Panel A includes the two identified immune correlates of risk.
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Figure 3. (Continued.)
Panel B includes the remaining four primary immune-response variables. For each primary variable, 41 vaccinated case patients were
stratified into subgroups divided into thirds according to the immune response (low, medium, and high) at week 26 in the vaccine
group in the case–control study. The estimated cumulative incidence of HIV-1 infection over time since the measurement of immune
response at week 26 is shown for the three vaccine subgroups and for placebo recipients who were negative for HIV-1 infection at
week 24.

mize statistical power in the primary analysis to
detect correlates of infection risk.
Of the six assay variables chosen for the primary analysis, two showed significant correla-
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tions with infection among vaccine recipients:
IgG antibody binding to scaffolded V1V2 Env
correlated inversely with infection, and IgA antibody binding to Env correlated directly with in-
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fection. These two correlates of risk, taken together, were highly correlated with the infection
rate and may generate important hypotheses
about immune responses required for protection
from HIV-1,1-3 improve the selection of primary
end points in subsequent HIV-1 vaccine trials,24
and lead to improved vaccines. If protection conferred by V1V2 IgG antibodies can be confirmed,
then the design of vaccines to induce high levels of V1V2 antibodies and low levels of Envspecific IgA antibodies might augment vaccine
efficacy.
Several lines of evidence suggest that vaccineinduced antibodies recognize conformational
epitopes in the scaffolded V1V2 reagent, which
has been shown to detect conformational V1V2
antibodies.25,26 The results of an analysis of
breakthrough viruses from patients in the RV144
trial were consistent with immune pressure focused on amino acid patterns in and flanking
the V1V2 region of HIV-1 Env.27 This region
serves critical functions, such as participating in
CD4-receptor and chemokine-receptor binding,
binding to α4β7 integrin,28 and serving as the
binding site of neutralizing antibodies.29-32
In the Step HIV-1 vaccine trial (ClinicalTrials
.gov number, NCT00095576), which was designed
to induce HIV-1 T-cell responses, the hazard ratio for HIV-1 infection in the vaccine group as
compared with the placebo group was higher in
selected subgroups of vaccine recipients.33 Although the notion of antibody-mediated enhancement of intrauterine infection has been
raised in a clinical trial of treatment of HIV-1–
infected pregnant women with infusion of immune globlulin,34 no vaccine-associated increase
in the risk of infection was seen in the RV144
trial, and in analyses that compared infection
rates in vaccine-recipient subgroups with the
rate in the placebo group, no increase was seen
with high levels of vaccine-induced Env-specific
plasma IgA antibodies (Fig. S3 in the Supplementary Appendix). However, a limitation of the
analyses that compared infection risk among
vaccine and placebo recipients is that the comparator groups could not be randomized, and
there may have been residual confounding because the analysis controlled only for sex and
baseline behavioral risk factors.
The significant interactions of Env-specific
IgA antibodies with other primary variables further support the importance of IgA-binding antibodies in predicting the risk of infection (Table
1284
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S4 in the Supplementary Appendix). In vaccinees
with low levels of Env-specific IgA antibodies,
four of the other five primary variables — IgG
avidity, antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity,
neutralizing antibodies, and Env-specific CD4+
T cells — were inversely correlated with infection, whereas in vaccinees with high levels of
Env-specific IgA antibodies, there was no correlation between these variables and infection
(Table S4 in the Supplementary Appendix). The
observed interactions generated the hypothesis
that plasma IgA antibody levels interfere with
protective IgG effector functions, a phenomenon
that has been observed with other pathogens,35,36
in the regulation of autoantibody function,37 and
in immune responses to cancer.38
We found that vaccinees with IgA antibodies
to the first conserved region (C1) of gp120 had
a higher risk of infection than vaccinees without
these antibodies (odds ratio, 3.15; P = 0.003;
q = 0.13). The gp120 C1 region contains an epi
tope that can be a target on the surface of virusinfected cells for antibodies that mediate antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity.39 Another
possible scenario is that high levels of Env-specific IgA antibodies is a surrogate marker for
HIV-1 exposure that was not fully accounted for
by adjustment for baseline self-reported behavioral risk factors in the regression models. The
primary variable of Env-specific IgA antibodies
was not significantly associated with baseline
behavioral risk factors (P = 0.28), nor did IgA
antibodies to the individual Env proteins included in the primary IgA variable correlate with
baseline behavioral risk factors (Table S6 in the
Supplementary Appendix). Plasma IgA is primarily monomeric IgA, whereas mucosal IgA is primarily dimeric.40 Any protective role of mucosal
dimeric IgA in the context of HIV-1 vaccination
could not be evaluated in the RV144 trial, because mucosal samples were not collected.
The relevance of these findings to different
HIV-1 risk populations receiving ALVAC-HIV,
AIDSVAX B/E, or other HIV-1 vaccine regimens
cannot be inferred and must be prospectively
determined. Moreover, further studies are required to determine causality — whether V1V2
antibodies mediate vaccine-induced protection
from infection or whether Env-specific IgA antibodies interfere with protection. Nonetheless,
the identification of immune correlates of the
risk of HIV-1 infection in the RV144 trial provides plausible biologic hypotheses for the originejm.org
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nal clinical observation of vaccine efficacy.4
Elucidation of the potential roles of V1V2 and
Env-specific IgA antibodies in the modulation of
HIV-1 infection risk may accelerate the clinical
development of vaccine candidates that can improve on the results of the RV144 clinical trial.
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